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DETERIORATION OF EQUIPMENT & AVAILABLE SPACE LEADING INTO THE 
CHINESE NEW YEAR HOLIDAY WORSENS 

 

We continue our reporting on the global supply chain disruptions that have involved equipment shortages, 

congestion, rate increases/surcharges, and supply chain delays as they have continued to plague the market. With 

the Chinese New Year holiday three weeks away, starting February 12th, the window has tightened and options to 

ship in advance by ocean have nearly diminished. For our clientele base, the coverage below is primarily focused 

on the Transpacific Eastbound market from China for your immediate review and understanding.  

 

Ocean container shortages are now at their most critical levels and the equipment is scarce. This is still an 

obstacle that is anticipated to last through Q1 of 2021 and will remain volatile. 

 

Vessels from China to the USA are now fully booked for sailings prior to Chinese New Year, forcing all new 

bookings to be pushed out for after the Chinese New Year holiday. Many shipments are already being booked for 

early March sailings as well, showing that the strong volumes will continue. The space and equipment shortages 

are also evident in many other S.E. Asia countries as well as the Indian Subcontinent region. 

 

Ocean carriers are enforcing the “Premium,” or “Equipment” surcharges regularly at this stage as the 

equipment and space are in high demand and not being repositioned fast enough. The costs now range from 

$1000 to as high a $4000 per container in the market, just revised upward this past week. There is no feedback 

from carriers as to how long they anticipate charging these costs on top of the already historically high ocean 

freight rates and will likely do so as long as equipment remains critically short. It is believed, this will continue 

post Chinese New Year as well, with another expected surge of volume in the weeks following the holiday end. 

 

Several ocean carriers established “Cancellation” fees to stop bookings from being made to protect space in 

advance and then cancelled just before cutoff dates. This is to control double booking or shippers jumping 

around looking for the best alternative in equipment, space and lowest cost option. The cost or penalty for this is 

reported to be as high as the premium surcharges noted above with some carriers. 

 

Congestion at major sea ports around the globe have caused major delays to the vessel rotations and 

schedules. Some vessels are now off of their published scheduled by two weeks or more. In many cases, new 

departure and arrival dates for future sailings cannot even be determined for future bookings, and are using 

tentative dates as they await the vessels to return to the starting point of the vessel string. Furthermore, the 

announcement of VOID/BLANK sailings has started with THE ALLIANCE listing several strings and ports that 

will be impacted in February to cope with the situation and working to get the schedules caught up to their 

originally posted dates. With the winter weather season in Central and Northern China, the cold and snow have 

impacted operations at the terminals and will contribute to ongoing delays as well. 

 

Ocean carriers temporarily canceled feeder services mid-January that operate along the Pearl River and 

supports Southern China ports barging containers to the main ports and mother vessels. This has put a major 

strain on truck service that will now be required to deliver containers to the departure ports in Shenzhen or Hong 

Kong. It is believed that the suspension will last until Week 7 and could further be impacted if there is little ability 

to reposition empty containers to this region. 

 

Truckers throughout China continue to confirm that they will significantly reduce or seize their operations 

starting next week. The consensus throughout most of the larger ports of China is that there will be a driver 

shortage starting between January 25th and February 2nd leading into the holiday. This will have a major impact on 
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cargo movement, particularly container drayage to the port terminals as drivers return home early for the holiday. 

It has been reported that those truckers that plan to remain in service longer will increase their pricing due to what 

will be a very high demand leading up to the factory closures. 

 

Factories in all regions, are likely to shut down and begin travels home around February 5th, one week 

prior to the official holiday start. This is in anticipation of potential travel restrictions, traffic control and new 

warnings of COVID outbreaks. The government has discouraged travel and social gatherings as they begin 

reviewing several regions where there are already increased COVID cases and even lockdowns enforced. The 

government is beginning to implement quarantine and self-isolation guidelines for people moving in and out of 

different areas, a major fear with the mass amount of people returning to their home regions, most using public 

transportation. As previously reported, COVID infections in Hebei Province (China) have caused lockdown 

orders in major cities such as Beijing, Shijiazhuang, Xing Tai, Lang Fang and Han Dan where there are complete 

restrictions and no allowance to enter or leave. This particular region has impacted the port of Tianjin 

significantly. There is concern more lockdowns will come soon and there are reports that more factories than 

usual may stay open should workers not be able to return home in time. 

 

The ports of Los Angeles – Long Beach continue to remain under heavy stress as vessel anchoring 

continues at high levels. The current vessels waiting to berth at their assigned terminals (as of 12:00 p.m. 

CST) is now at 31. Down from the 36 vessels mentioned in our last report on January 8th, but still averaging 

above 30 for the past few weeks. The average anchor to dwell time remains at a range of 7 to 14 days. As labor 

issues have not improved at the terminals, the time to unload containers continues to remain in a range of 4 to 5 

days. With the continued surges of volumes still expected over the course of several weeks, the delays will 

continue to exist. 

 

Chassis shortage and driver power across the USA remain severe impacting both inbound and outbound 

activity. Inbound containers, serving as the priority for drayage companies as well as the utilization of chassis, are 

still creating major delays while many full containers are sitting in yards waiting to be emptied at retailer 

distribution centers and large fulfilment warehouse. For the outbound market it has meant sustained delays and 

creating the inability to maintain loading appointments and meet scheduled trains and/or terminal cutoffs for 

departing vessels. The volatility in this case is very extreme and can change week to week. Just as it looks like 

improvement is made in a particular port or rail ramp, a surge hits that reverses back to severe congestion. Delays 

are expected to increase with winter weather becoming a factor across most of the USA at this time of year, which 

will add further to delays. 

 

Airfreight space remains tight from China as well as other major airports throughout Asia. Flights to the 

USA from China will be in greater demand in the coming days as the factory closings quickly approach. With rate 

levels already on the rise and many shippers now weighing the reliability of air over the limited and unstable 

ocean options, this mode is expected to be heavily impacted. Space will further tighten; congestion is expected; 

rates will rise.  

 

The MAERSK ESSEN is the latest vessel to hit hard seas in route from China to the USA. Destined for Los 

Angeles from Xiamen, the 13,000 TEU vessel lost an estimated 750 containers last Saturday. This follows the 

major loss on the ONE APUS in December a 14,000 TEU vessel, which lost 1816 containers, and the Ever 

Liberal (Evergreen) which also hit severe weather near the coast in Japan, while in route to the USA, losing 36 

containers. In all three events, even more losses will be determined when adding in those containers that collapsed 

on deck as well. Such unforeseen events and the impact of cost have brought a reminder to many shippers as to 

the need of cargo insurance. 

 

As usual, we must continue to advise that there is still a great deal of uncertainty ahead and major 

challenges to endure, some that are unforeseen at this time and which has been proven between each of our 

News Flashes and guidance to our clients. We do highly recommend that you continuously review your 

supply chain and keep preparing for continued disruptions, volatility in costs, increased congestion, and 

long delays. Please continue to book your shipments weeks in advance as we have guided. This advice can 

be applied to all modes at this time. Please do your best to plan well in advance and communicate with all 

parties involved in your transactions. Do not hesitate to contact us should you have questions or need 

further guidance. 
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